4-Input NAND and NOR Gates Based on Two Ambipolar Schottky Barrier FinFETs
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Abstract—We report on four-input NAND and NOR gates using only two 7nm Schottky-Barrier (SB) independent-gate FinFETs transistors that take advantage of gate workfunction engineering (WFE). Careful optimization of workfunctions at the source/drain contacts as well as two independent gates of the SB-FinFETs provide unprecedented control of the threshold in the ambipolar device operation. It is used in this work to tailor 4-input NAND and NOR functionalities out of only two transistors (2T), utilizing only two different metal workfunctions in a given gate. Correct operation of multi-input gates for supply voltages as low as $V_{DD} = 0.5V$ has been verified using 2D TCAD circuit simulations. Switching performance of the proposed 4-input gates indicate that they have 45% reduction in power delay product (PDP) as compared to the conventional 16T FinFET counterparts, which is due to substantially lower power dissipation at the expense of slower transitions. A J-K Flip-Flop circuit is designed using the proposed four-input NAND gate that illustrates its advantages for the logic operation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-input logic gates are required for many applications in modern CMOS topologies including ALU optimization, secure hardware and neuromorphic computing. [1]–[4] One common method to construct these gates is to use multiple cascading stages of standard two-input gates such as four-transistor (4T) NAND, NOR and 6T XORs. However, multiple stages introduce an important amount of propagation delay, area and power overheads as well as undesired parasitics to the VLSI design. It is possible to build $n$-input ($n \geq 2$) one-stage gates using standard CMOS static or dynamic logic libraries. Yet, these always result in $n$-series transistors in the pull-up or pull-down networks that introduce large series resistors and/or require large ($> 0.7V$) supply voltages incompatible with the nano-scale CMOS standards. Designs based on floating-gate or floating-body CMOS devices can offer alternative solutions that trade the circuit complexity with fabrication and processing challenges of their own. [5], [6] Even more exotic solutions such as Threshold-Logic circuits require very large input stages or clocked-output comparator circuits that ultimately would not be competitive with the compact CMOS logic gates in terms of area, power and/or delay. [7] Hence, there is a clear benefit, especially in sub-10nm CMOS that can no longer scale device sizes, from the use of compact multi-input logic gates that avoid high parasitics and large supply voltages. We propose such a design here by the use of gate workfunction engineering (WFE) of Schottky-Barrier (SB) FinFETs introduced recently. [8], [9]

In the following, we will provide a brief overview of WFE approach as applied to the SB-FinFETs, followed by a description of ultra-compact four-input two-transistor NAND and NOR circuits based on these novel device architectures. We conclude with a demonstration of their benefits in designing a J-K flip-flop circuit. Logic verification of the proposed circuits and their switching performance are also provided along with the CMOS counterparts for comparison.

II. SB-MOSFETS & WORK FUNCTION ENGINEERING

The SB-FinFETs ($L_g=7nm$, $t_{ox}=1nm$, $\epsilon_{ox}=12$, $t_{Si}=5nm$) used in the design of multi-input logic circuits proposed in this work are identical transistors except their gate metals. A generic model of the SB-FinFET is provided in Fig.1a, which are modeled using Synopsys Sentaurus simulator that employ a modified Drift-Diffusion model with Density-Gradient formalism for first-order quantum corrections as well as non-local barrier tunneling and thermo-ionic emission. Different gate metals having different workfunctions lead to different gate barrier heights shifting the threshold voltages in these
transistors. Moreover, workfunction tuning is also employed at the source and drain contacts of the ambipolar SB-FinFET transistors. As a result of this careful optimization, it can inject both electrons and holes into the same undoped body (Fig.1b), hence supporting two conduction modes in a single transistor (1T) CMOS pass-gate, depending on the size of Schottky-barrier height selected. The choice of SB at the contacts is critical for device operation and scalability: With the correct contact metal choice, it can deliver equal current drive for both types of carriers, as shown in Fig.1c. [10], [11] Moreover, the workfunctions of the two independent gates can be also optimized such that SB-FinFETs can also operate with low or high threshold devices (see Fig.1d) either with symmetrical or independent gate bias. It is this unique combination of capabilities, namely balanced electron and hole injection into two parallel channels packed into a single FinFET body and independent adjustment of gate workfunctions and channel thresholds that enables us to obtain four-input NAND & NOR gates as introduced below. Clearly, the WFE approach will require additional non-trivial processing steps, which are relatively smaller than alternative approaches and can be justified by the significant gains in area and power [9].

Based on such relatively simple yet fundamental optimization of SB-FinFET thresholds via WFE, it is possible to demonstrate minimalist 2T NOR/NAND/XOR gates and logic blocks (excluding inverted inputs of XORs), as explored in recent works. [9] These static CMOS gates are briefly reintroduced in Fig.2, along with their logic characteristics obtained via TCAD simulations. They illustrate that by assigning a maximum of two or three workfunctions in the SB-contacts and gate metals of FinFETs, it is possible to design absolutely smallest logic gates in terms of transistor counts and area. These savings translate into reduced power consumption and parasitics in these novel gates such that they possess PDP figures similar to the conventional FinFET counterparts, despite being slower in switching as independent gate configuration always lead to lower transconductance (gm). Such trade-off of area and power for some loss in speed is quite acceptable in sub-10nm CMOS technologies, where power density and area gains are more valuable than frequency of switching.

The use of WFE approach for logic gate design is not limited to the standard two-input logic gate blocks, but can also be utilized to design multiple-input logic blocks for novel ultra-compact and low power circuitry in sub-10nm. In the following sections, this will be exemplified by a four-input NAND and four-input NOR gate.

### III. 2T 4-INPUT NAND GATE

The first multi-input circuit we propose is a 2T four-input NAND gate consisting of a single p-like pull-up SBMOS FinFET and one n-like pull-down SBMOS FinFET. The pull up transistor is connected between the V_{DD} terminal and output node, the pull-down transistor is connected between output and the ground node as usual. The only difference between the pull-up and the pull-down transistor in this case is the gate work function values. It is found that the optimal switching is obtained when p-like SB FinFET has a work-function of 5.2 eV and the n-like SB FinFET has 4.2 eV for the gate metal work function. Both transistors have two independent-gate inputs all of which can be applied interchangeably to get a NAND function, making this design the extremely compact four input NAND gate. Both the circuit schematic and TCAD simulated logic function of the proposed four input NAND gate are shown in Fig.3. By the unique set of values chosen for the workfunction for the S/D contacts and the gates, the circuit is essentially a tug-of-war game between the transistors with unequal strengths. Only when the two inputs are high the p-like SB FinFET goes to OFF state, blocking the path between the V_{DD} and the output node. In the meantime, the high-threshold n-like SB FinFET turns fully ON completely discharging the output node to 0 logic level. In any other input combinations, the circuit schematic and TCAD simulated logic function of the proposed four input NAND gate are shown in Fig.3. By the unique set of values chosen for the workfunction for the S/D contacts and the gates, the circuit is essentially a tug-of-war game between the transistors with unequal strengths. Only when the two inputs are high the p-like SB FinFET goes to OFF state, blocking the path between the V_{DD} and the output node. In the meantime, the high-threshold n-like SB FinFET turns fully ON completely discharging the output node to 0 logic level. In any other input combinations, as the p-like SB FinFET does not get fully turned OFF the
output node gets high even if the NMOS transistor gets fully ON. This is mainly due to the much higher conductivity of p-like FinFET than n–like counterpart. Hence, by the help of convenient gate metal work functions, the ON and OFF state of the circuit gets selected by the state of p-like SB FinFET. The simulated logic output of Fig.3 not only confirms this behavior in all sixteen input states, it also discloses a minor (< 20 mV) drop on logic outputs when each time n–like device is fully turned ON.

To further analyze and quantify the performance of logic transitions in the proposed 4-input NAND circuit, a DC sweep is also provided in Fig. 4 at the specific input states that lead to 0 to 1 transition. According the resulting data, the maximum DC gain during the transition is 6.7, which is adequate for the current design. This figure can be systematically analyzed for different values of the S/D barrier heights, gate dielectrics and semiconductor band-gaps in the design of the proposed circuits. A comparison of the switching power and delay of the proposed logic elements with the two and four-input conventional and SB-FinFET counterparts can be found in Table I. The data discloses a lower power-delay product for the 4-input ultra-compact SB-FinFET circuit by 42%. Power dissipation is significantly (5×) lower for the 2T case since the one-stage logic gate is optimized to minimize parasitics and transistor count. The proposed four-input NAND circuit is 2.3× slower than the conventional FinFET, because of its lower ON current, which is a characteristic of the SB-FinFETs also visible in the two input case also included in Table I. The slight loss at the output logic levels in Fig.3 that lead to static leakage did not cause a major performance degradation.

IV. 2T 4-INPUT NOR GATE

The second four-input circuit proposed in this work is the NOR circuit (see Fig.5a), which is essentially the polar opposite of the previous NAND circuit, from a functional point of view. However, the topology remains the same and the only change is actually in the workfunction values used: The p-like ambipolar SB-FinFET uses 4.6eV versus 3.6eV for the n-like device. Clearly, the workfunctions are not simple band-gap complements of previous values. This is not surprising for two reasons: SB height for the S/D contacts in these circuits is 5.0 eV, in order to balance hole and electron tunneling currents as a result of large difference effective masses of holes ($m_h^* = 0.6$) in the valence and electrons ($m_e^* = 0.2$) in the conduction band. [11] The second difference is the n- and p-like transistors do not have identical carrier density and electrostatics as a result of effective density of states and quantum corrections used in the TCAD model. Therefore, a unique set of workfunctions are needed for the four-input NOR circuit.

The transient TCAD simulation (Fig.5b) is once again used to verify the logic operation and extract the switching performance of the four-input NOR circuit. As before, the analysis of the switching performance is summarized in Table II. Much like the previous case, the proposed four-input NOR circuit has superior PDP as compared to the conventional FinFET. It has significantly lower (4×) power dissipation and is slower by 2×. DC gain (max. 2.6) associated with the 0 to 1 transition in the NOR circuit is shown in Fig.6, indicating that the proposed workfunctions result in a sufficient margin for logic-levels and can drive subsequent inputs without any concern.
Fig. 7. JK Flip-Flop circuit based on the two and four input SB-FinFETs introduced above.

V. APPLICATION: 8T JK FLIP FLOP

In order to illustrate the significance of a compact and high performance multi-input logic gate, in this section, we provide a simple example based on a JK Flip-Flop. It is an important member of sequential logic blocks used in memory circuits and register files. It is basically a modified SR Latch to allow the forbidden state, when both inputs are high (i.e., S=1 & R=1), the output signal toggles. A JK Flip Flop has three different input signals which are J, K and CLK signals. Other than these signals to satisfy the aforementioned solution against the case for both inputs are high, two feedback lines are connected to one of the inputs of three-input NAND gates in the first stage. When J input becomes high while K is low the circuit does a "SET" operation (output going high). Opposite of this case (J=0 while K=1) is called the "RESET" state where output signal Q goes low.

Using the four-input NAND gate at its input stage, we can operate a compact and low-power JK Flip-Flop, as shown in Fig 7. In doing so, we reduce the overall logic pathway to two stages (as compared to two-input circuits) while also saving area and power associated with the extra gate at the input. The TCAD simulations verifies that J-K Flip Flop operates correctly. The same simulation data was also used to calculate the PDP figures in Table III that indicates that overall PDP figure for the SB-FinFET based compact version is lower by 5×. In this case the difference in the delay between the proposed 8T JK Flip-Flop and conventional 28T counterpart is much less, being only 20%. Also found in the previous tables introduced above, this has been a recurring theme in both logic gates and more complex digital blocks designed using the SB-FinFETs [8], [9]. It can be associated with the fact that SB-FinFETs offer significantly lower ON and OFF currents and conventional p/n junction FinFETs used in the 28T J-K Flip-Flop design have significantly higher speed even if they have more stages. Thus the real benefit of the proposed multi-input gates in complex and large circuits is their ability to lower area and power overheads, not the speed of switching.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work introduced, verified and analyzed the performance of ultra-compact 2T four-input NAND and NOR circuits based on 7nm SB-FinFETs via TCAD simulations. The approach uses work-function engineering of independent-gate Schottky-Barrier FinFETs that utilizes two carefully adjusted gate workfunctions as well as S/D contacts to accurately set individual device thresholds and injection of carriers to the ambipolar channels. Four-input NAND & NOR gates display similar advantages and challenges: They have lower (on average 45%) PDP figures, which is due to their substantially (as much as 5×) lower power dissipation in spite of their 2× longer switching times. The potential of the proposed NAND circuit to design ultra-compact and low-power logic circuits was verified via a case study for the J-K flip flop design.
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